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Congregation Kneseth Israel
Annual Meeting
May 5, 2014 CKI
Meeting called to order at 7:05 pm by President Joe Rosenfeld
Motion to approve meeting minutes from May 7, 2013, motioned by Risa Cohen and 2nd by Barb
Razowsky, minutes approved
Roth Scholarship Update –Recipient will be Isaac Marshall presented by Maureen ManningRosenfeld
Vote on At Large Members:
-Maureen Manning-Rosenfeld
-Dan Marshall
-Perry Pitzele
-Barb Razowsky
Motioned by Paul Glazer, 2nd by Ron Razowsky, approved by acclimation
New levels of Dues: Dick Johnson explained the added new levels, no additional dues will be
added. This will be a Mensch level of $2,000.00 - $5,000.00, and a Godol level of $5,000.00
plus.
Also members can have dues automatically deducted from credit card/bank
Motion to allow presentation and discussion of Interfaith Burial proposal; motioned by Dick
Johnson and 2nd by Amy Robinson
1. Interfaith Burials-Presented by Marc Zemel; up for vote to approve section of cemetery for
interfaith burials as below
A. 24 plots
B. adding a sidewalk for division
C. non-Jewish clergy can officiate in conjunction with Rabbi
D. no faith symbols other than Jewish will be allowed
Discussion regarding interfaith burial proposal ensued; Risa Cohen motioned and Elise Rich 2nd
to remove 1D. Discussion ensued. Risa Cohen then changed the motion to say that there should
be a subcommittee to review and approve all headstones, Elise Rich withdrew her second, but it
was 2nd by Barb Razowsky; Motion voted and carried; Perry Pitzele called to question: Motion
Passed.
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2. Membership for 5 years prior to purchasing plots, Dan Marshall suggested amendment to
the motion stating that all members that are new going forward will need to be members for 5
years before buying plots; motioned by Rich Kruth and 2nd’d by Sue Johnson; motion failed.
The original motion was then voted on and also failed.
Announcements were then given by various individuals.
Meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Amy Robinson

